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Voyager). In some way not yet explained, the theme detached
itself from Greece and became the English Suffolk Miracle, a
ballad which tramples an impressive subject under a pedestrian
style.
The Greeks of Asia also brought into being and began to circu-
late the 'tragoudi' of The Bridge of Adana, later identified with
Arta. It is a masons' ballad; to keep a bridge or building firm, the
mason's wife had to be buried in the foundations. The focus for
diffusion was again Macedonia, where all the languages meet in a
multilingual region, but the course was not quite the same. The
master-mason was identified with Manuel, a Greek engineer whose
name appears on a bridge of the seventeenth century. By way of
suspense, we are now told that the victim is to be selected by the
chance that she will be the first to arrive. There is a Bulgarian
fragment, Mono maistore, which tells in lyric decasyllabics that
Manuel built a tower and ascended to the top; but fell from there
through being dazzled by the glitter of widow Gjurgja's daughter's
ornaments. This may be independent of the other tradition, and
even a direct expression of peasant suspicion of the clever crafts-
man Manuel; but it seems to be the source of the curious ending
of the Rumanian Mesterul Manole. According to this poem the
architects are puffed up with pride at their work, ascend to the top
and think they can fly; so they are dashed to pieces and perish.
For the rest, the Rumanian ballad of the building of Curtea din
Arges is the finest of them all in the use it makes of helpless sus-
pense ; no prayers of the master nor miracle of God suffice to deter
the faithful lady from coming to her doom. The Serbian Founding
of Scutari (Skadar) uses the datum in a new way. Three brothers
—Vukasin, Ugljes, and Gojko—agree to sacrifice the first comer,
but two send secret messages home to their wives; this is how the
Albanians tell their legend of the Bridge of Dibra. Professor
Starkie found a Gipsy family singing the Greek ballad in Morocco
a year or two ago.1 Another Greek piece is The Bridesmaid who
became the Bride. The discarded concubine dresses herself up with
oriental splendour and dazzles the eyes of the officiating priests
and the bridegroom. The details of her toilette are given in virtu-
ally the same words in the Catalan Lady of Aragon and Spanish
1 W. Starkie, Don Gypsy, London, 1936, p. 118. The Christopoulos family
were Greeks, but the old Paraschiva was a Rumanian. Hence they disputed as
to whether it was a bridge or a house that Master Manoli built.

